Enantiospecific Adsorption of Cysteine at Chiral Kink Sites on Au(110)-(1 × 2)
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Stereochemistry plays a pronounced role in molecular biology and for the pharmaceutical industry.1 An important route to synthesis of enantiomerically pure compounds is enantioselective heterogeneous catalysis, and adsorption of chiral or prochiral molecules onto surfaces has consequently attracted much attention recently.2–17 Significant insights have been obtained from studies using the local probe technique of scanning tunneling microscopy (STM): molecular chirality has been directly determined,4,5 molecular segregation into homochiral structures6–10 has been observed, intermolecular chiral recognition11,12 has been demonstrated, and chirally specific surface restructuring has been shown to result from adsorption of chiral or prochiral molecules onto surfaces.13–16

Terraces of low Miller index single-crystal surfaces are mirror symmetric, and hence achiral, but as pointed out by Gellman et al., kinks at step edges represent chiral centers.18–20 Chiral surfaces can therefore be made by cutting metal crystals off high-symmetry directions (see also ref 21). Using averaging techniques such as temperature-programmed desorption, cyclic voltammetry, or Fourier transform infrared reflection-absorption spectroscopy, examples of enantiospecific molecule–substrate interactions on such surfaces have been demonstrated by showing slightly different adsorption energies or spectral features for the different enantiomers of a chiral molecule.19,22–24 Insight has also been obtained from theoretical modeling.23,25 A direct, microscopic observation of enantiospecific adsorption of chiral molecules onto kink sites has not, however, been reported so far.

In this Communication, we present STM data for the adsorption of the natural amino acid cysteine, HS-CH2-CH(NH2)-COOH, onto chiral kink sites on the (1 × 2) missing-row reconstructed (110) gold surface.26 This surface is racemic in the sense that it displays approximately equal numbers of S and R kinks (present as defect sites due to the overall surface roughness), but the local probe character of STM makes it possible to zoom in on specific kink sites, removing the need for specially cut crystals. We find that dimers formed from D/L-cysteine respectively adopt distinctly different adsorption geometries at S kinks, demonstrating enantiospecific adsorption at these chiral centers. Furthermore, dense, homochiral cysteine islands are found to preferentially grow from kink sites of a specific chirality.

The adsorption experiments were performed in an ultrahigh-vacuum chamber equipped with the home-built Aarhus STM.27 The experimental procedure was similar to that described previously.11,28 Evaporation of submonolayer coverages of enantiomerically pure D/L-cysteine onto the Au(110)-(1 × 2) surface held at room temperature, followed by annealing at 380 K for ~15 min, leads to a number of coexisting structures on the surface.11,28 In particular, the terraces are covered with a dilute phase of chiral cysteine dimers which we have described in detail previously.11
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Figure 1. STM images and models for cysteine dimers at S kinks (blue boxes) and at the terrace (green boxes). (a) D-Cysteine dimers. (b) L-Cysteine dimers. (c) Adsorption geometry of a D-cysteine dimer on a four-atom-long vacancy structure,11 showing a 20° rotation compared to the [1-10] direction. (d) Adsorption geometry of a D-cysteine dimer at an S kink site, showing a 10° rotation. (e) Adsorption geometry of an L-cysteine dimer at an S kink site, showing a 30° rotation. The assignment of chirality to the kink is based on the indicated ordering of kink microfacets, as introduced in ref 19.

Depending upon the chirality of the adsorbed cysteine, the main axis through these double-lobed dimers is rotated 20° either counterclockwise (D-cysteine) or clockwise (L-cysteine) with respect to the [1-10] direction, as illustrated by the dimers in the green boxes in the STM images in Figure 1a,b. The dimers form on four-atom-long vacancy structures in the close-packed gold rows, created by the thermal activation. Theoretical modeling has shown that the adsorption geometry can be understood from a simultaneous optimization of three bonds for each molecule of the dimer, as illustrated in Figure 1c: The sulfur atom is covalently bound at a bridge site next to a low-coordinated gold atom in the topmost row, the nitrogen atom coordinates via a lone pair to the gold surface, and the carboxylic group is forming H-bonds with the carboxylic group of the other molecule in the dimer.

As demonstrated in Figure 1, our current experiments show that the cysteine dimers not only form on the terraces but also adsorb at kink sites. A dimer from D-cysteine adsorbed at an S kink is shown in Figure 1a (blue box). This dimer resembles the dimers adsorbed on the terraces in shape and size; however, it is only rotated about 10° with respect to the [1-10] direction. A distinctly different situation is found for the L-cysteine dimers adsorbed at
an S kink (Figure 1b): In this case, the dimer adsorbed at the kink site is rotated 30° clockwise, compared to a 20° clockwise rotation of the l-cysteine dimers adsorbed on the terrace. Since R and S kink sites are mirror symmetric, the adsorption of d/l-cysteine at R kink sites yields the same, but mirror-imaged situation. (A total of 34 cysteine dimers at kinks were analyzed.)

The appearance of cysteine dimers at kinks sites can be understood within the framework established for cysteine dimers at terrace vacancy structures.11 We start from the observation that an atomic structure identical to that found at the termination of the vacancies is presented by the kink site. We therefore assume that one of the cysteine molecules adsorbs with the sulfur atom at this vacancy. For R- and S-cysteine dimers at terrace vacancy structures,11 we start from the observation that the dimers acting as nucleation sites for the island growth.

We speculate that the formation of the dense islands is related to the adsorption of the dimers at the kink sites i.e., with the dimers acting as nucleation sites for the island growth.

In summary, we have presented a direct observation by STM of enantispecific adsorption of chiral molecules at chiral kink sites. The adsorption geometry at the kinks can be understood from the need to reach specific, optimum molecule-substrate interaction points.
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